RAWLINS PAINT PROGRAM

Funding through the support of the City of Rawlins

For Commercial Building Exteriors in Rawlins, WY

THIS PROGRAM AND ACCOMPANYING COLOR PALATE WAS CREATED TO REFLECT THE HISTORY OF RAWLINS AND TO PROMOTE A SENSE OF CHARACTER BY THE USE OF HISTORIC PAINT COLORS.

**MAIN STREET DISTRICT BUSINESSES:**
70% of paint purchased, if approved
Up to $500 per building

**OUTSIDE THE DISTRICT BUSINESSES:**
25% of purchase
Up to $500 per building

**PAINT REQUIREMENTS:**

- All colors must be approved to receive Paint Program funds.
- Main Street District—buildings incorporating colors from the Design Committee’s Palate or fits your type of business are more likely to be approved. This color palate was selected to reflect the history of Rawlins and to promote a sense of character by the use of historic paint colors.
- Only paint costs reimbursable. Other costs, like labor or supplies, not included.
- Must be purchased in Rawlins.

**REQUIREMENTS:**

- Stop by Rawlins DDA/Main Street to make sure funds are still available.
- Bring a “before” picture of your building and the specific colors you would like to use on your building for approval. Include a sketch or other way of showing which colors will be used where. Approval may take up to two weeks.
- Once approved, purchase your paint in Rawlins and keep your receipts.
- Once painting begins, hang the poster in your window recognizing the Paint Program contribution. This poster must stay in your window during the project and for a one (1) month afterwards.
- Bring detailed receipts, showing amount of gallons per color purchased, and an after picture to receive reimbursement from Rawlins DDA/Main Street.
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